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Serbian sociological association1

Kraljice Natalije 45, 11000 Beograd
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Account: 205-65241-14, Komercijalna banka

Ministry of education, science and technological development
Nemanjina 22-26, Belgrade

To:
The Minister, Mr Mladen Šarčević

LETTER IN REGARD TO THE ANNOUNCED REFORM OF 
EDUCATIONAL PLANS IN GYMNASIUMS

Dear Mr Šarčević,

We write you in regard to the news published in a newspaper (Dnevnik 27/11/2017) 
in which the public is informed about a proposal of the Working group in relation to 
redefinition of teachings plans in gymnasiums. As the mentioned source reported, 
following the proposal of the Working group for defining guidelines for development of 
secondary education in general, the Office for advancement of education and upbringing 
will take upon itself a task of defining new teaching programs for the teaching year 
2018/2019. Among other things, it is expected that the number of hours of sociology in 
gymnasiums be reduced by combining the courses Sociology and Constitution and civic 
rights into one teaching subject. Under that pretext Serbian sociological association (SSA) 
has received several requests for protection of professional dignity from fellow sociologists 
(teachers of sociology in gymnasiums and at universities), including the Association of 
sociology teaches of Vojvodina, which is a collective member of the SSA. Warnings in 
regard to negative consequences of merging those two subjects come from first hand 
experience of sociology professors already teaching Sociology and constitution and civic 
rights in secondary technical schools where these two subjects are already conflated.

The presidency of the Serbian sociological association considers such conflation 
of teaching subjects damaging in many ways. First of all it is unacceptable to merge a 
particularly normative discipline with a general theoretical and empirical science such 
as sociology into one subject; furthermore, there is a question in what way will young 
people – gymnasium students, planning to continue education – learn about the ways 
society functions, given that sociology is the first time taught at secondary education level; 
a worthwhile question is would not future intellectuals in this way be denied a right to 
obtain elementary knowledge about social life, necessary for understanding society they 
belong to, as well as for continuing education in areas close to sociology, and ultimately 

1   Translation In Extenso
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in sociology itself; it is worth asking in what way gymnasium students can prepare for 
further academic education and entry exams, if the number of hours for Constitution and 
civic rights and Sociology subjects, both of which feature in entry exams at several higher 
education institutions, is reduced.

A separate problem is in the fact that by the proposed merger of the two subjects 
sociology as a science will not be promoted, resulting potentially in a negative selection of 
future sociology students. And additionally, in an unavoidable fact that: comprehension 
of social context is necessary while engaging in research of many phenomena (problems) 
from the perspective of related sciences such as phycology, social work, pedagogy, special 
pedagogy, politicology, and similar. Does this mean that, by marginalising sociology in 
secondary education, an indirect attack on quality of all related disciplines is mounted, 
further supporting the message already embedded at the prior level of education that 
sociology is not important, not even as much as to deserve a whole teaching subject?

It is necessary to point out that young people as future members of the society 
equally need knowledge of the Constitution and civic rights, where national and universal 
legal norms are taught, as well as sociological knowledge, including knowledge related 
to social changes leading towards better, more just, and increased social solidarity. Due 
to importance of the mentioned educational contents that young people should adopt 
preserving both subjects with sufficient number of hours is necessary, because otherwise 
students will remain deprived of knowledge that helps orientation in the society they 
belong to, ultimately becoming contributing and supportive members of the community, 
with nurtured critical thinking. This, however, cannot be achieved with fusion of these 
two subjects and restrictions put on their respective contents within the planned number 
of hours. Content-wise, a proposal about the merger  would be equal to that of merging 
Religion and Civic education into one subject (although, we consider an idea to replace 
these two subjects with one, for example History and sociology of religion which students 
of all confessions but also atheists could attend, justified).

A direct damage to professionals in the area of sociology inflicted by such reforms, 
should not even be particularly emphasised. Undoubtedly, adoption of the proposal to 
conflate the two teaching subjects does not only threatens a position of professors that 
teach them and diminishes the significance of sociology as a scientific discipline, but it 
also closes one of the routes for employment of young sociologists.

Because of all the above mentioned reasons, as well as the proposals for new elective 
subjects in gymnasiums mentioned, we consider absolutely necessary for the Rule-book 
on degree and kind of education of teachers (that will define which teachers can teach 
new elective subjects) to list sociologists as well. Not less significant reason for inclusion of 
sociologists in the work on redefinition of teaching plans and programs for any educational 
level is in the fact that sociologists through their education acquire competences to 
conduct analysis and creation of public policies (educational, social, cultural, etc.) and 
with that knowledge equipped can be invaluable assets to institutions conducting reforms.

Judging by the outcomes of accredited study programs for teachers of sociology 
sociologists are fully competent for teaching in the following subjects: Individual, group, 
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society; Education for sustainable development; Language, media and communication; 
Basics of geopolitics; Religion and civilisation; Methodology of social research.

Since the training for teachers should begin in spring 2018, and the training program 
should be prepared by the Center for professional development of teacher in education, it 
is an imperative to involve sociologists in the Centre’s work.

We expect You to prevent damaging not only one profession but also the whole 
of education of future gymnasium students. In addition, it is extremely important to 
recommend inclusion of sociologists in training for teaching these (new) subjects, in 
order to further promote acutely required sociological approach to exploring social 
phenomena/problems. The Serbian sociological association can help with proposals and 
provision of professionals in reform of educational programs for gymnasiums. At the 
same time, Serbian sociological association will ask the European sociological association, 
which collective member we are, for support in order to prevent going further with this 
very detrimental decision.

Respectfully,

In Belgrade 25/12/2017

Presidency of the Serbian sociological association




